
Summer Beach Bag Essentials

Written by Lauren Topor

Summer is in session and pastel beach time trends are making waves this season. With the help of Everything But Water, we have
styled a sizzling beachy wardrobe, sure to make a splash.

 

Summertime Essentials - Must-Haves for a Day on the Beach

Magid Tote, $68

Tote around all the essentials in the large lurex tote. Equipped with robe handles and gold hardware this Everything But Water exclusive is sure
to make a statement.

Elif Crochet Caftan, $98

Cover up with a luxurious draping crochet maxi caftan that flows in the beach breezes. Elegant metallic gold belting allows for figure flattering
waist cinching.  The Plunging V-neck and slits to the knee make for a look that is subtly sexy.

DV by Dolce Vita Sandals, $69

Add a little edge to your walk. Chic strappy sandals are a beach wardrobe must have. The pair makes for a look that is effortlessly stylish.
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Trina Turk Palm Springs Block Beach Towel, $58

California native Trina Turk has an eye for bold beachy style.  Lay out on an ultra plush cotton beach towel in a sophisticated SoCal print.

www.trinaturk.com

 

 

Beachy Beauty - For Glowing Skin and Seaside Style

 

Bobbi Brown Protective Face Base, $39

Indulge in all day hydration and defense with the ultimate in face care. The SPF 50 formula provides protection from the sun and leaves skin
smooth to the touch.

www.neimanmarcus.com

 

Shiseido Refresh Sun Protection Spray, $30

The never sticky formula allows you to protect you hair and scalp from the damaging rays of the sun. Just spritz and enjoy the sunshine.

www.neimanmarcus.com
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Kate Somerville Body Glow Sunscreen, $45

The light and airy three-in-one skin enhancer protects, smooth’s and firms all at once providing broad spectrum protection against the aging
effects of UVA and UVB rays leaving skin looking flawless and radiant.

www.neimanmarcus.com

Add A Size Swim Shapers, $24

Be beach ready with bombshell curves. Add a subtle boost to your bust with the natural looking silicone shapers.

 

Accessorize - Add Style to your Swimsuit

 

Bohemian Bracelet, $105

Stack your wrist with a set of three hand-strung beaded bracelets featuring jade, wood beads, hematite and coral.

 

Florabella Clutch, $58

The perfect clutch to tuck into an oversized beach bag essential to keep important items likes cellphones, keys and wallets secure.

 

Missoni Scarf, $165 

Wrap up in the wind in a traditional printed Missoni scarf. The eye catching intricate geometric print and fringe detail is a statement piece fit for
the beach and any coastal town. 

 

Stay Shaded - Keep Cool in the Summer Heat
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Icon Eye Wear, $24

Protect your eyes from the harmful rays of the sun and bask behind a pair of chic shades.

 

Florabella Fedora, $88

Classic style meets feminine chic, stay shaded beneath the brim of an iconic beachy fedora.

Tommy Bahama Orange Deluxe Beach Umbrella, $58

Made exclusively for the brightest of days, the seven-foot canopy will keep you cool throughout a hot summer day. The stylish design features
extra sturdy construction that wont bow or bend plus tilting features that allow you to adjust the canopy to your liking.

www.tommybahama.com

 

Tote-ally Awesome – Essentials for Keeping an Organized Beach Bag

 

Lolo Toiletries Case, $25 

Perfect for carrying little necessities the cute coral design complements any coastal ensemble.

 

Tory Burch Poplin Tablet Sleeve, $95

Catch up on your summer reading on iBooks and keep your iPad protected with summer inspired printed sleeve. The fully padded carrying case
will ensure protection against sand and other beach elements.

www.nordstrom.com
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